2012-2013 Inductees

Robert Curtis Albrecht
Rebecca Lyn Alt
Samantha Faith Anderson
Paul Andrew Atwell
Bryce Jordan Aul
Tyler Marques Bauman
Jenna Henriksen Becker
Helen Marie Beckner
Ayzada Navat Bengel
Carl Emmanuel Manalo Bernardo
Anne Caroline Bolgert
Jacquelyn Christine Bonavia
Jackson Stone Borchardt
Katie Ann Bray
Stephen Joseph Buting
Carl Thomas Buttte
Julie Catherine Canfield
Erica Virginia Carballo
Alexander Reay Carson
David Qilin Chen
Elizabeth Christianson
Laura Kathleen Cohen
Camilla Michelle Dornfeld
Samuel Edward Peterson Drews
Benjamin Hollis DuCharme
Lauren Nystuen Emerson
Mackenzie Erdmann
Kyl.e Michael Farrell
Meghan Elizabeth Ford
Emily Frances Futter
Naomi Shira Gamoran
Emily Elizabeth Ganser
Stephen Gaschignard
Marissa Beth Gehrke
Leora Goldblatt
Claudia Tang Goodsett
Amelia Jane Gordon
Ian William Gorecki
Grace Marie Graszer
Kevin Joseph Grunewald
Elizabeth Abigail Guenther
Emily Beth Vogel Harrison
Kristen Grace Hendrickson
Laura Anne Hill
Emily Elizabeth Hoffman
Alexandra Kay Holznecht
Justin Robert Horky
Alice Elaine Huang
Beth Peisi Huang
John Allan Idlas
Paige Margo Iverson
Alyssa Lorraine Jarocki
Jacqueline Ann Jones
Michelle Elizabeth Kammers
Liam Patrick Kane-Grade
Eric Turner Katzelnick
Kristie Ellen Khatibi
Rebecca Semra Kimyon
Sean Patrick Heeren Kirkby
Nathan Michael Kliwer
Christopher David Kozak
Katherine R. Kratcha
Matthew Bryce LaBelle
Heather Katherine Laing
Timothy Jan Lancina
Jonathan Frederick Lang
Laura Ashley Linde
Maxwell John Love
Eric Michael Lucari
Alexander Metz MacMillan
Gerald Santino Martell
Dana Michelle Mayber
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Mayer
Daniel Preston McLeod
Joseph Henry Meeker
Michal Miernowski
Kirsten Elizabeth Moran
Laura Marie Neilson
Elizabeth Ruth Ness
Tory Marie Nestler
Phui Fun Sabrina Ng
Marshiella Pandji
Laura Paige Partain
Jenna Harring Pavelec
Henry Franklin Perry
Bryant Bo Ray
Lisa Marie Repshas
Alexander RosenthalAimee
Stephanie Faye Sauer
Tadhg Orion Sauvey
Elizabeth Schad
Kelsey Ann Scherer
Stephanie Elizabeth Schuldes
David Andrew Schulz
Jessica Robyn Schwartz
Alexander Joseph Sherman
Devin Renee Shirley
Malia Lee Silvert
Sebastian Skarbek
Sally Kay Silpher
Jessica Hope Sloan
Elli Marie Smerling
Lindsey Louise Smith
Nikki Lyn Smith
Shannon Maja Smith
Julia Marie Sprangers
Kaitlin Elizabeth Stastny
Bailey Katherine Steffes
Crescentia Adela Stegner-Freitag
Matthew Craig Sternke
Zoe Brooks Storck
 Johanna Ellen Sundberg
Emily Katherine Temple
Andrew Thomas Troupis
Michelle Anastasia Tsonis
Robert Warren Turner
Karna Upadhyay
John Michael Ward
Lauren Elizabeth Watson
Samantha Christine Weber
Justine Elizabeth Wergin
Amy Louise Whillock
Wentao Yang
Maysen Yen
Olivia Renata Zale